
Instructor

Seminar Evaluation Results

Introduction to Hydraulics

10/9/2017 - 10/13/2017

Medhat Khalil

# Lowest Highest Average

Content 16 4.0 5.0 4.9

Technical Level 16 5.0 5.0 5.0

Delivery 16 4.0 5.0 4.8

Time devoted to topics was 

adequate

16 4.0 5.0 4.9

Allowed opportunity for interaction 16 4.0 5.0 4.8

Did any part of presentation stand 

out

Powerpoint presentation has perfect amount of information that made the 
presentaion easy to follow (1)

Good examples and simulation presentaions to understand the sequences. 
Presenter has an excellent level of knowledge (2)

The knowledge level and ability to answer questions (3)

I found the use of modeled hydraulic systems particularly helpful (4)

No (5)

- (6)

Giving specific examples that he has worked on, helped provide a practical 
application for the topic of discussion (7)

The whiteboard discussions were helpful and the Q&A sections (8)

Excellent at delivering knowledge (9)

Interactive portion on day 4 was good. Presentation on Deere backhoe was 
also a good wrapup (10)

- (11)

- (12)

I liked the review time where questions were asked to the people in class. I 
feel I learned a great deal about the valves during that time (13)

Animation and explaination (14)

All topics were covered and presented in great detail. The addition of 
animations to each topic covered assisted greatly in understanding concepts 
presented. (15)

I think the doctor is very enthusiastic about hydraulics, which motivates me to 
have a greater interest in the class. The way things and examples are 
explained is very good (16)

What improvements could be made - (1)

- (2)

more time (3)

projector color contrast made viewing some of the examples difficult (4)

NA (5)

- (6)

Provide more real world examples that the instructor has dealt with (7)
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What improvements could be made Delivery was great. Room at John Deere was too noisey. Should probably 
find a conference room for the lecture part of the class (8)

- (9)

If class has to be in TOXY94 again, highly recommend having the 
microphones set up. Perhaps book a conference room with lower noise & 
better temp control for lecture portion, then move to #94 for lab activities (10)

- (11)

- (12)

N/A (13)

This is an introductory course. I think everything is covered. The instructor is 
very competent and knowledgeable (14)

I have no suggestions to improve delivery. Everything was presented in a 
manner that gave great insight to students (15)

Probably this was a particular thingof this time seminar was given, but 
sometimes the projections of the presentations or videos were hard to 
distinguish. But I think this was more of a technical issue, more than instuctor 
related. (16)
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Seminar

Seminar Evaluation Results

Introduction to Hydraulics

10/9/2017 - 10/13/2017

 

# Lowest Highest Average

Purpose and goals were outlined 16 4.0 5.0 4.9

Value of information presented 16 3.0 5.0 4.8

Extent to which information met 

your needs

16 4.0 5.0 4.8

Laboratories helped explain lecture 16 3.0 5.0 4.8

Would recommend this course to 

others

16 3.0 5.0 4.8

Would participate in future 

programs

16 2.0 5.0 4.6

Overall Rating4 16 3.0 5.0 4.8

Skills or techniques gained A better and overall knowledge about hydraulics. A better grasp of what is 
done in practice by performing the labs (1)

Basic understanding of hydraulics systems and how to design and 
immplement hydraulic components/circuits on mobile machines. (2)

Heat load generated hydraulic circuit, component operation (3)

I went from a very basic knowledge of hydraulic systems to being very 
comfortable with the system design and operation. (4)

Additional knowledge & understanding of the valves and additional uses. (5)

I learned to read schematics & identify hydraulic components. I understand 
sensitivities to heat, debris, machining accuracy, etc. (6)

Furthered understanding of basic hydraulic systems, different valve types and 
workings. Also helped with correct terminology. (7)

Confident perception of hydraulic logic & valve functionality. (8)

Function and purpose for hydraulic components. Importance of using correct 
nomenclature for identifying components (9)

Learned about actual application of hydraulics. (10)

Read schematics, understand hydraulic principles (11)

Basic understanding of hydraulic systems and schematics (12)

knowledge on valve architecture and schematics reading (13)

Knowing how to read schematics. Understand terms and simulation (14)

Basic hydraulic schematic reading skills. Understanding of physics behind 
how hydraulic components work. (15)

- (16)

What part was least beneficial none, the delivered information was beneficial for me. Simulations, 
animations, questions, labs, and theory were really helpful. (1)

All parts of the seminar were beneficial to me. Before taking this course I 
knoew very little about hydraulics and fluid power, so everything presented in 
this course was useful and will help in furthering my career with John Deere. 
(2)
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What part was least beneficial This is an excellent course, all parts are very important and the instructor is 
very knowledgeable. (3)

n/a (4)

The initial beginning portion due to my background in hydraulics. (5)

Lack of disscussion about oil coolers. Where shouls they go in the system? 
What design considerations must be addressed? How can the be plumbed to 
increase durability? Performance? (6)

I already understand how pumps & very basic hydraulics worked so the 1st 
day was review (7)

- (8)

Because I am familiar with the basics of hydraulics, I already knew some of 
the topics covered. (9)

- (10)

Not applicable to mobile machines. (11)

- (12)

initial part (13)

- (14)

- (15)

- (16)

What improvements could be made I think it would be beneficial to have few of the valves or pumps or motors 
with a cross section be presented in real life. (1)

I would like to have more hands on activities added to seminar. Several labs 
were included and I learn better doing things, so more labs and other 
activities that allow students to apply knowledge. (2)

Some cut off view of different parts. (3)

n/a (4)

- (5)

Provide some examples of actual parts ehrn explaining in different pumps, 
valves, spools, accumulators instead of just showing 2-D visuals. Discuss 
filter nad oil cooler considerations and placements. (6)

more labs and maybe more discussion on pump control (load sense) (7)

More complex lab setups (priority lab setup?) (8)

Provide physical parts to pass around during disscussion. Provide an 
exercise for students to draw a schematic. (9)

More focus on electa hydraulic control (10)

na (11)

Larger screen for presenting. Projector with higher contrast (or darker screen) 
(12)

More time (13)

- (14)

- (15)

- (16)

Other topics Cylinders circuit with rephrasing valves. Probably this is given in the following 
level of the course. (1)

Hydraulics applications used by John Deere. (2)

Control. (3)

Electrohydraulic systems. (4)
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Other topics - (5)

Oil coolers. (6)

Int. hydraulics, pump control, energy savings in hyd systems, hyd. 
Performance (7)

- (8)

EH integration for HYD systems. (9)

- (10)

EH (11)

Considerations when designing EH systems. (12)

Automation studio simulation (13)

- (14)

- (15)

- (16)
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